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Abstract- Textual passwords are the most generally used user authentication techniques now a days. Since there is a possibility to 

forget a password while maintaining a numerous accounts by a single user, password hint mechanism came into existence which 

usually reveals most of the information about the password. This mechanism encourages the hackers to hack the account easily. In 

this paper we are proposing a new mechanism called as SYNTHIMA approach which uses the contact list of the user to make user 

to recall the textual password. The password along with salt value will be hash coded and the remainder is stored in the database 

hence making the hacker difficult to hack from backend. 

 

Index Terms: - Salt value, Textual password, Password hint, Synthima, Contact list, Hashing function. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In by far most of validation frameworks, printed secret word 

plans are the overwhelming decision for confirming end 

clients, in spite of the outstanding security issues concerning 

passwords, and the burden acquired by end clients in 

recollecting numerous passwords for various records. 

Commonly, clients have a tendency to pick simple to-recall 

passwords that are additionally simple for foes to figure. 

What's more, security vulnerabilities, phishing of 

accreditations, and poor security hones in putting away 

secret key related files have prompted expansive scale 

security breaks and a progressing on the web exchange of a 

huge number of stolen usernames and passwords having a 

place with different records. For instance, a monstrous 272.3 

million stolen client names and passwords were as of late 

exchanged on the web, including some from the greatest 

email suppliers[1]. Truth be told, passwords are to be 

faulted for some, current information ruptures. 

End clients are regularly constrained to pick "solid" 

passwords. In any case, security and ease of use exchange 

offs restrict not just the capacity of clients to make 

extraordinary and solid passwords for their records, yet in 

addition improve the probability that clients find such 

procedures difficult and bothering[9]. Moreover, existing 

secret key plans need components furnishing clients with 

intends to limit the scope of applicant passwords as clients 

are just furnished with "win big or bust" criticism after 

submitting login credentials. This thus can leave authentic 

clients with no choice however to figure their passwords 

through an "experimentation" process, submit watchword 

recuperation demands, or depend on other verification  

 

strategies to recapture access to their records. This in the 

long run expands the measures of psychological exertion, 

time, and assets required to remember new passwords, or to 

contact framework heads and demand their assistance in 

resetting passwords [8]. We assess too many years of 

recommendations to trade content passwords for universally 

useful client confirmation on the web utilizing a wide 

arrangement of twenty-five ease of use, deploy ability and 

security benefits that a perfect plan may give. The extent of 

recommendations we review is likewise broad, including 

watchword administration programming, united login 

conventions, graphical secret key plans, intellectual 

validation plans, one-time passwords, equipment tokens, 

telephone helped plans and biometrics. Our complete 

approach prompts key bits of knowledge about the trouble 

of supplanting passwords[1]. Not exclusively does no 

known plan verge on giving every single wanted advantage: 

none even holds the full arrangement of advantages that 

heritage passwords as of now give. Specifically, there is a 

wide range from plans offering minor security benefits past 

heritage passwords, to those offering huge security benefits 

as an end-result of being all the more exorbitant to convey 

or more hard to utilize[5]. We reason that numerous 

scholarly recommendations have neglected to pick up 

footing since scientists infrequently consider an adequately 

extensive variety of true imperatives. Past our investigation 

of current plans, our system gives an assessment technique 

and benchmark for future web confirmation proposition. 

 

Content based passwords are the most generally utilized 

confirmation strategy in PC systems passwords are 

frequently simple for aggressors to bargain[2]. A typical 
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danger display is an aggressor who takes a rundown of 

hashed passwords, empowering him to endeavour to split 

them disconnected at his recreation. The numerous current 

cases of information ruptures including vast quantities of 

hashed passwords combined with the accessibility of botnets 

that offer expansive computational assets to aggressors, 

make such dangers genuine. Once these passwords have 

been split, they can be utilized to get entrance to the first 

site, as well as to different records where clients have reused 

their passwords. This is a vital thought since thinks about 

demonstrate that secret key reuse is a typical and developing 

practice as clients gain more online records[1]. To moderate 

the peril of such assaults, framework overseers determine 

secret word piece strategies[6]. These strategies drive 

recently made passwords to hold fast to different necessities 

expected to make them harder to figure. Run of the mill 

prerequisites are that passwords incorporate a number or an 

image, that they surpass a specific least length, and that they 

are not words found in a lexicon. In spite of the fact that it is 

for the most part trusted that secret key piece strategies 

make passwords harder to figure, and henceforth more 

secure, inquire about has attempted to measure the level of 

protection from speculating gave by various password 

composition approaches or the individual necessities they 

include. The two most usually utilized techniques for 

evaluating the impact of secret word organization strategies 

are assessing the entropy of passwords instigated by 

watchword synthesis strategies, and observationally 

breaking down passwords made under various secret key 

organization approaches with watchword speculating 

apparatuses. The previous, be that as it may, did not depend 

on observational information, and the last is hard to apply 

due to the shortage of secret word sets made under various 

password composition arrangements all the more expensive 

to send or more hard to utilize[3]. We reason that numerous 

scholarly recommendations have neglected to pick up 

footing since specialists once in a while consider an 

adequately extensive variety of certifiable imperatives. 

A study exhibited that there was a 30% decline in the 

quantity of fizzled login trials when contact names were 

utilized as secret word insights. The outcomes likewise 

propose that there was an abatement of no less than 27% in 

the quantity of wrong login endeavours when the secret 

word indications component was used[2]. Given that the led 

measurable tests did not flag significant contrasts in the time 

required to sign in with and without utilizing watchword 

indications, and that our members' general subjective 

assessment was certain, we don't expect the utilization of 

signalled review in literary passwords to have any negative 

ramifications on ease of use. In this paper we are proposing 

a new approach called as SYNTHIMA approach which 

provide the hint to user during login process which can be 

used by the user to recall textual password but does not 

reveal much information about password. Hint is randomly 

generated by using the contact list of user which is difficult 

for other users to guess password by the given hint. 

 

II. SYNTHIMA OUTLINE 

 

With the end goal of this investigation, a web application 

was produced with the secret key clue system executed as a 

module to an open source web browser. The hidden 

component works by mapping each entered password to a 

name of a man that as of now exists in the client's contact 

list. Despite the fact that this execution of SYNTHIMA uses 

contact names as secret word insights, we take note of that 

the instrument utilized by SYNTHIMA can likewise be 

acclimated to enable the client to pick different things of 

contact related data as watchword indications[1]. As earlier 

research has established that most passwords are no less 

than six characters long, we composed SYNTHIMA with 

the end goal that it displays a contact name as an insight 

while writing each character after the fifth character. 

Beginning from the 6th character of the composed secret 

word, diverse indications are naturally produced each time 

the client includes or erases a character. It is additionally 

significant that SYNTHIMA can be balanced by clients to 

enable them to indicate the base length required for 

activating secret word insights. From a security viewpoint, a 

superior security level is accomplished as the quantity of 

insights showed per watchword diminishes, as each showed 

indication may add to decreasing the span of the comparing 

secret word space on account of shoulder surfing attack[4]. 

With the developing number of records that clients make 

and the way that most clients regularly turn to picking a 

secret key from an accumulation of kept up passwords 

instead of making another one[7]. Note that if the client is 

given a contact name that she isn't accustomed to seeing 

when effectively signing into her record, this gives a sign 

that there is an oversight in the entered secret key, and 

enables the client to adjust this slip-up before presenting the 

login qualifications. One conceivable remedy situation is 

that the client will press the delete catch and right the error 

by writing in an alternate character. Subsequently, if 

SYNTHIMA shows a similar contact name that the client is 

accustomed to seeing amid past effective login endeavours, 

the client can confirm that the entered secret word is right, 

and present the login frame without using any of the fizzled 

login endeavours permitted by the comparing login 

framework.  

It is additionally significant that the fundamental mapping 

capacity does not store any secret word contact name 
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affiliations (e.g., in a file or a database) for additionally 

handling. Rather, real time mapping is played out each time 

a client composes a secret key into any login shape. This 

approach was specifically accomplished more prominent 

levels of security against aggressors who could access a 

client’s PC. Consequently, the targets of SYNTHIMA are 

(1) to help the secret key recovery process without 

presenting security vulnerabilities that could be abused by 

foes (i.e., insights produced by SYNTHIMA give no 

insights that could help enemies to construe or anticipate 

revise passwords) (2) to encourage less demanding 

watchword review and remembrance by making mental 

affiliations that assistance to trigger passwords in clients' 

recollections because of more than once connecting 

passwords with indications in past effective logins in view 

of the suspicion that more grounded mental cooperative ties 

will be created after some time as the circumstances 

passwords are experienced with relating clues builds, which 

is upheld by the acquainted quality hypothesis and (3) to 

furnish clients with a system enabling them to confirm the 

rightness of a composed secret word before presenting a 

login shape. We additionally expect the use of SYNTHIMA 

to encourage the usage of more prohibitive restricting of 

login rates, which would make it difficult for mechanized 

bots to get to client accounts through animal force, while at 

same time giving honest to goodness clients clues to enable 

them to recollect their passwords without utilizing the 

majority of the permitted login attempts. 

We start by formally defining the password hint algorithm, 

as follows: 

The proposed secret key clue conspire comprises of the 

accompanying parts: 

• List of contacts: A contact list is a gathering of contact 

data identifying with people whom a client starts 

correspondence with. SYNTHIMA keeps up a duplicate of a 

client's contact list and the substance of the rundown is 

utilized to naturally create secret key indications. 

Specifically, a full name from the contact list is shown as an 

insight, so that after some time a psychological relationship 

between the secret word and the contact name is held in the 

client's memory. In this investigation, we used contact 

records put away in Android cell phones to test the viability 

of SYNTHIMA[4]. In any case, it ought to be noticed that 

SYNTHIMA can be connected to any portable or work area 

application that keeps up contact records. Contact records 

that are naturally synchronized crosswise over different 

gadgets for a given client can likewise be used by 

S`YNTHIMA, permitting a similar clue for an offered secret 

word to appear to the client on numerous gadgets.  

• Password salting capacity: The salting capacity produces a 

salt esteem and affixes it to the watchword being referred to. 

Linking a secret key with a salt esteem builds the length of 

the watchword and in this way expands the difficulty of 

leading effective lexicon assaults without influencing the 

accommodation of the clients. For instance, when salting a 

password utilizing Salted Pass work, the capacity would 

restore the consequence of connecting the secret key with a 

salt value. In the event that the client effectively sign into 

her record for the first time utilizing SYNTHIMA, the salt 

would arbitrarily be created for the entered secret word and 

put away on the client's gadget[1]. In ensuing logins, 

SYNTHIMA would recover the salt an incentive from the 

record beforehand made for the secret key in the first fruitful 

login and connect it to the entered password. A superior 

security level is accomplished as the length of the salt 

esteem increments. 

Cryptographic one-way hash work: The hash work is 

utilized to change over salted passwords from plain content 

to numerical esteems , which can be controlled or encoded 

later to create relating clues. The hash capacity ought to be a 

restricted, cryptographically secure capacity (e.g., SHA-3), 

with the goal that it is difficult to modify or create the salted 

passwords from the hash esteems[3]. 

• Modulo operation: This operation is required to convert 

the coming about hash esteems to littler esteem that fit the 

contact list estimate. The modulo task likewise helps in 

covering the produced hash esteems, so turning around 

components of cryptographic hash capacities won't be 

possible. 

Algorithm 1 Password Hint1 

Require: Contact-list {Contact list } 

Require: pwd{Typed password} 

Require: H {Cryptographic one-way hash function} 

Required: Saltpass {A function that generates a salt value, 

appends it to the typed password and then stores it in tuple 

created for password} 

Ensure: Show the hint for the currently typed password so 

that every typed character after the 5
th

 one will trigger this 

algorithm 

1: dH(Salted pass (pwd)){digest which is hexadecimal 

string} 

2: nSize(Contact list){Determine the deviser} 

3: iMod(d,n){Modulo operation} 

4: hintContact-list(i) 

5: Display hint 

 

Given the dynamic idea of contact records, a refresh to the 

rundown may bring about an alternate insight being shown 

for a similar secret key for a few records. Notwithstanding, 

for such a clue plan to be valuable, a reliable yield ought not 
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out of the ordinary, paying little respect to whether the 

Contacts-list has been adjusted. Since showing an erased 

contact passage as a watchword indication would not be 

favoured by most clients, it ought to likewise be noted that 

the deletion of a contact entry used as a hint for a password 

would bring about connecting the secret word with an 

alternate contact section. In this way, the calculation must 

think about the majority of the different situations in which 

the contact rundown can be refreshed.  

1) Insertion of New Contact Entries: so as to manage the 

inclusion of another section into the contact list, we can 

think about two conceivable arrangements. To start with, we 

could just fix the estimation of n after the secret word 

indicate application is introduced, so the estimation of n 

won't be influenced by the inclusion of new entries into the 

contact-list. That is, new contact entries won't be utilized as 

insights for any secret word. Be that as it may, given that the 

higher the estimation of n the lower the possibility of 

demonstrating a similar indication for an erroneous 

password , this arrangement would keep the clue plot from 

utilizing expected increments in the estimation of n, as most 

clients' contact-records are relied upon to grow after some 

time[2]. 

2) Deletion of Existing Contact Entries: When a current 

contact entry contact-list[i] is erased, the succeeding 

sections (contact-list[j], where j > i) need to be shifted back. 

Because moving these passages changes their records, the 

relating clues (i.e., those related with passwords that are 

hashed to those passages) will change too, making diverse 

insights be shown to the client. Given that the calculation 

keeps its own neighbourhood duplicate of the contact show, 

one approach to tackle this issue is to abstain from moving 

the contact sections, and rather to just label the passage as 

erased and keep its record unused. Upon the erasure of a 

contact passage, clients will be given a message informing 

them that the erased name might be related with a secret 

word as an insight, and that the new clue will be not quite 

the same as the past one (i.e., the following undeleted 

section in the contact-list). Not with standing the way that 

showing another insight may at first confound the client, it 

keeps up the consistency between showed secret word 

indications and the rundown of contacts kept up by the 

client, and in this manner expands the client's capacity to 

connect passwords with names of individuals from her 

contact list in the long haul. The indices of deleted entries 

are also kept unused even for contacts inserted in the future 

(see step 11 in Algorithm 2), because reusing these indices 

would require labeling indices of deleted entries as used or 

unused which is an insecure design option. That is, in order 

to decide if inserting a new entry at a location that occupied 

an already deleted entry could cause any changes to hints by 

overwriting existing contact names, the password hint 

application must keep track of used and unused entries by 

S`YNTHIMA. 

3) Alteration of Existing Contact Entries: In case of 

updated entry, the content of the entry is specifically 

refreshed, and the client is alarmed of this. For the situation 

that there is an indication related with that section, the client 

ought to know that the recently refreshed contact name will 

supplant the old clue. Since SYNTHIMA does not monitor 

entries that are utilized, the client must be notified of any 

refresh. The notification message will be conveyed to the 

client paying little mind to whether the entry is utilized as a 

hint or not. In order to handle all of the above operations for 

maintaining contacts, we have constructed Algorithm 2. In 

this new algorithm, the Enrolled List is kept to keep track of 

the value of n when a hint is generated for the first time. The 

new contacts can then be place in without changing the 

formerly displayed hints. 

Algorithm 2 Password Hint2 

Require: Contacts-list {Contacts list} 

Require: ServiceID {ID of service provider (e.g., a URL)} 

Require: UserName {username for logging} 

Require: EnrolledList{a list of tuples} 

 Require: pwd {Typed password} 

 Require: H {Cryptographic one-way hash function (e.g., 

SHA2 or SHA3)} 

Require: SaltedPass {A function that generate a salt value, 

appends it to the typed password and then stores it in the 

tuple created for the password in the EnrolledList} 

1: n ← Size(Contacts-list)  

2: T ← Find(EnrolledList,ServiceID,UserName)  

3: {Find < ServiceID,UserName,Salt,n > in EnrolledList}  

4: if T = null then  

5: {First time to enter a password for this service and 

username}  

6: insert < ServiceID,UserName,Salt,n > into EnrolledList 

7: T ←< ServiceID,UserName,Salt,n >  

8: end if  

9: d ← H(SaltedPass(pwd)) {Digest which is a hexadecimal                                   

string} 

10: i ← Mod(d,T.n) {Modulo operation}  

11: while Contacts-list(i) is marked as deleted do  

12: i ← Mod(i + 1,T.n)  

13: end while  

14: hint ←Contacts-list(i) 

15: Display hint 

16:End 
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
Fig.1 System Design of Synthima application 

The outer look of overall application consists of: 

1. Registration. 

2. First time login. 

3. Consecutive logins. 

4. Intra Email System. 

Registration: Synthima does not require any other 

installation steps except user registration at initial step. Only 

the registered users can use the application. During the time 

of registration some details like user id, password (which is 

related to contacts has to be given for the proper and 

effective utilisation of Synthima), mobile number, email id 

etc., has to be entered. Soon after registration, Password 

along with salt value will be sent to the registered mail id. 

First time login: During first time login, the user has to enter 

the user id and password along with the salt value. Salt 

value is randomly generated numerical value from 0 to 

99.The password along with salt value is hash coded and 

modulus operation is done on the hash code with number of 

entries in the contact list. Finally the remainder is stored at 

the backend and thus discouraging hackers to hack the 

account from backend. 

Consecutive logins: For the consecutive logins on the same 

device entering the salt value during login is no more 

required. Only the password can be entered and the salt 

value will be fetched from the system’s database, the salt 

value will be appended automatically to the password. Once 

user gets logged in he/she gets access to the Intra Email 

System present in his/her account. If user forgets password 

the hint will be given in this case. 

Intra Email System: Intra Email System is designed for data 

communication with high data security. The sender can send 

mails to the Synthima registered candidates after adding 

them to his contact list. There are two channels, in one 

channel the encrypted information will be sent to the 

receiver’s Intra Email and in another channel the key will be 

sent to the registered mail id of the receiver which is 

mandatory to decrypt the message that has been sent to the 

Intra Email of the receiver. Since key is required to decrypt 

the message, here we are offering high data security. 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 

 

This paper has presented a mechanism called as Synthima 

which can be effectively used to recall the textual 

passwords. Synthima effectively works to reduce the 

number of failed login attempts and improves the password 

recall rate. Since it jogs the user’s memory it is used to 

recall the password mostly avoiding the resetting of 

password. Only the user can guess the password since the 

password is linked to the contact list of user. Intra email 

system provides the secured data communication.  
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